
 

Cannabis Cup Judges Info sheet 

How the NZHF Cannabis cup is run 

Entries to the NZHF cannabis cup will be received by Joe (Growseph Green) from there, 

they will be recorded, given an entry number, and sent with score cards out to our various 

judges around the country for blind testing. Our judges come from all walks of life, from 

expert connoisseurs of cannabis, to med patients and everyday people. This will provide us 

with a total score for each entry based on our various judges blind testing results. 

From here ALL strains will undergo testing for the 6 main cannabinoids via layer 

chromatography “Alpha-Cat” testing kits. These test will provide a variety of scores for the 

presence of each cannabinoid, some more important cannabinoids scoring higher than 

others. Ratios of 1:1 THC and CBD will score very high. 

From this point the top 3 entries of each category will head to our secret lab, where strains 

will be tested using Gas Chromatography technology. This will reveal more cannabinoids, 

terpenes, and any chemical residues in each of these entries which may score or have 

further points deducted from. 

From here our overall winner will be decided, as well as the winners of each category. 

Our expectations of our Judges 

A number of judges are feeling a little overwhelmed on whether they can do a good enough 

job. If you are reading this sheet, YOU CAN, as long as we receive the score cards returned 

filled in, we will be over the moon by your job. 

We ask you be yourself when scoring entries, consume the entries using your favourite 

method (but don‟t be afraid to try others too). If your favourite method includes smoking with 

your partner or close friend, by all means share with them, ask their opinion to help make 

yours. 

Cannabis strains come in a huge variety of flavours and highs. If there is an entry that you 

are not particularly fond of… please just mark it accordingly – it is YOUR opinion we want… 

some of the other judges may love the entry, but you don‟t have to! 

 

When an entry is received by you, there is NO Pressure, (we do recommend you set to it 

asap, so you don‟t get swamped). Entries for the cup close on February 28 giving judges 

until April 10th to please get score cards in by. 

We recommend you space out the testing of your entries – let the high wear off or at least 

significantly calm down before sampling a different entry. If you are having trouble wondering 

„how‟ to consume an entry, i.e. - Some rosin entered into the concentrates section, please 

don‟t be ashamed and contact Growseph, or a friend and ask advice. 

If for example concentrates are not your thing, please just contact Growseph and say, there 

is no shame, and you can still judge other entries. We will not send you any more of the said 

products to test. 

Any questions you have regarding scoring or judging please don‟t hesitate to call Growseph 

Green (Joe) – 027 4244 503 


